Reliable, Efficient, and Compliant Air!
National Air Filter provides all products and services required to ensure
occupied spaces, cleanrooms, and controlled environments comply with
quality, safety, and hygiene regulations and requirements.
Pharmaceutical, biotech, and medical device manufacturers as well as
hospital pharmacies depend on National Air Filter to keep their operations
running effectively.

National Air Filter provides all products and services
Certification Expertise
National Air Filter's certification group is unequaled in its experience and ability to
ensure your facility complies with industry requirements for air quality standards. Our
long history, expert staff, quality system, and flexibility make NAF your first choice for
room certification.
Contact us to discuss your needs for:
•

Clean Room Testing

•

Biosafety Cabinet Certification

•

Clean Bench Testing

•

Fume Hood and ASHRAE 110 Testing

•

Airflow Visualization Studies

•

Decontamination Services

•

Compressed Air Line Testing

•

Pharmacy Support Services

Air Filters and Services
NAF’s Filter Service Group offers Total Filtration Management Programs designed to maximize filter
service life and minimize maintenance expenditures. A typical program begins with a site survey to
determine characteristics required to comply with each area’s specific standard or regulation. The
recommended filters are stored in our warehouse until the required service interval when our technicians
remove the existing filters, install new ones, and transfer the dirty filters for off-site disposal. Our
experienced service staff responds to emergency calls within a (24) hour period to ensure proper
equipment operation and complete customer satisfaction.
National Air Filter has established strategic partnerships with the world's leading manufacturers of
cleanroom and HVAC equipment, devices, and products. Through our relationships we inventory and
source only the best, most compliant and cost-efficient materials for use in your facility.

Visit our website

www.nationalairfilter.com
to explore our products

for your cleanrooms and controlled environments.
Airflow Testing and Balancing
National Air filter provides world-class service for balancing clean spaces and controlled environments
as well as general GMP manufacturing environments. We are a NEBB certified firm with demonstrated
field experience having balanced millions of square feet of controlled space. With this extensive
experience and working knowledge we routinely tackle any sized job from single HVAC units to
hundreds of rooms served by multiple air handlers.
Contact us to discuss your needs for:
•

Air Balancing

•

Airflow Surveys

•

Hydronic Balancing

•

Stairwell Pressurization Testing

•

Sound Testing

•

AAALAC Vivarium Testing

•

Vibration Testing

•

Pre-Demo Readings

•

ASHRAE 110 Fume Hood Testing

•

Sheave Changes / Adjustments

•

Ultrasonic Flow Testing

•

Energy Audits

For information call 1-800-800-3199
or visit our website: www.nationalairfilter.com

Trust Our Experience
National Air Filter maintains a robust, time-proven FDA and ISO-compliant
Quality System. Our Quality system ensures a consistent and controlled level
of service to our customers. The core of the Quality System is a series of
controlled standard operating procedures based upon tried and true industry
practices and guidelines.
Upon completion of work, National Air Filter delivers fully-documented records
of the tasks we performed. All of our final reports are computer-generated to
ensure a clean, crisp presentation which is easy to read and understand. Prior
to delivery to customers, all reports are internally reviewed to ensure accuracy
and compliance and to eliminate errors.
National Air Filter's final reports are packaged as stand-alone documents, fully
capable of regulatory scrutiny. The final report packages include raw data,
analyses, test outcomes and disposition, equipment identification and
calibration certificates, drawings, and references.

ABOUT NATIONAL AIR FILTER
National Air Filter is the oldest and largest full-service Air Filtration Management Company in the United
States, proudly serving the Pharmaceutical, Biotech, Healthcare, Medical Research, Power Generation,
and Commercial Real Estate Industries since 1939. National Air Filter is a medium-sized, privately-held
company with headquarters and warehouses in Carlstadt, New Jersey. Our customers are primarily
located in the northeastern US, from Massachusetts to Maryland.
During the past 20 years, NAF has played a significant role in supporting pharmaceutical manufacturing
facilities with FDA approved products and cGMP-compliant services.
Today, NAF remains the industry leader for reliable, efficient, and compliant cleanroom air.
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